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Chapter 1 1

What Makes the Human Brain Special: Key 2

Features of Brain and Neocortex 3

Jon H. Kaas and Suzana Herculano-Houzel 4

Abstract Humans have the largest brain of any primate. While it seems logical to 5

assume that overall size is very important for generating complex behaviours, brain 6

size relative to body size has been considered to be a major factor in predicting 7

overall brain capacity. It turns out, however, that the absolute number of neurons in 8

the cerebral cortex, regardless of body mass, may be a more relevant factor. Here 9

we review the ways in which brains have increased in size, why absolute brain size 10

is sometimes important, and why the size of the human brain allowed us to have 11

cognitive abilities that exceed those of other primates. We suggest that cognitive 12

functions are largely mediated by the neocortex, and because the human brain 13

scales like a typical primate brain, the large neocortex of humans contains more 14

neurons than any other mammal, even those with larger brains such as elephants. 15

Further, as neurons in primary sensory cortex increase in numbers with brain size 16

at a greater rate than the increase in the number of neurons in thalamic relay nuclei, 17

primates with larger brains and more neocortex also have more neurons to analyze 18

these sensory inputs. As numbers of neurons increase, individual neurons are free 19

to specialize in different ways, generating increasing variability in cell size, shape, 20

dendritic arborization and other features. In addition, an expanded cortical sheet 21

contains more cortical areas, thereby increasing the number of computational levels 22

involved in information processing, decision-making, and information storage. 23

Having more cortical areas allows any given area to become more specialized in 24

terms of laminar and sub-laminar organization, modular organization, connectivity 25

and function. Increases in cortical field number also allow for greater variation in the 26

sizes of areas, and thereby different types of functional specializations. Finally, large 27

brains have more areas that are removed from primary sensory inputs and capable 28

of hemispheric specialization. Of course, the costs of a large brain are considerable 29

in terms of gestation time, postnatal vulnerability, and metabolic costs. Thus, it is 30

not surprising that most mammals have relatively small brains that are constrained 31
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in their processing capacity, but are more metabolically efficient, and mature rapidly 32

allowing for early reproduction. 33

Keywords Areas • Columns • Neurons 34

1.1 Introduction 35

Human perceptual and cognitive abilities are so profound that no other species 36

comes close to matching them. Modern humans left Africa more than once, but 37

with a major success only 60,000 years ago as they spread out to dominate most of 38

the world, while two competing hominids, the Neanderthals and the Demisovans, 39

died out after limited admixture. With tools and fire, and sometimes boats or rafts to 40

cover water, early Homo sapiens were able to spread out from tropical to temperate 41

to even artic zones and prosper (Fan et al. 2016; Timmermann and Friedrich 2016). 42

Their abilities to learn from each other and pass on cultural innovations, including 43

the domestication of plants and animals, allowed population densities to increase, 44

the advent of cities, the beginning of science and modern medicine. Our various 45

cultures have produced remarkable individuals in many fields, including, art, music, 46

and sport. Modern human created the technology to place humans on the moon, and 47

instruments on Mars. We have also been involved in multiple wars and produced 48

horrible weapons of mass destruction. Our impact on the Earth has been so great 49

that many now consider us to be in a geological epoch called the anthropocene, the 50

epoch remarkably changed by humans. 51

Why have we been so capable of dominating the Earth and all competing species? 52

Surely there are a number of reasons, starting with the first bipedal steps of our 53

early ancestors as they diverged from the ancestors of present-day chimps and 54

bonobos some five to seven million years ago (mya), with which brains that were no 55

larger than present day chimps. Thus, early evolution was not marked by significant 56

changes in brain structure, but rather the use and specialization of our forelimbs and 57

hands in new ways, allowing advances in tool manufacture and use, and the making 58

of fire. However, we had already inherited a brain from early primate ancestors 59

that had more densely packed neurons than other lines of mammalian evolution 60

(Herculano-Houzel 2016), and this likely favored further dependence on the brain, 61

and ultimately, the evolution of the modern human brain. All of our behavioral and 62

cultural advances depend on our brain. How is our brain different from those of 63

other mammals? This is not fully known, but we are beginning to see some of the 64

ways our brains differ from those of our early ancestors. Here, we briefly review 65

current understanding of how human brains are different, and what the differences 66

mean. Much of our comparisons will be of anatomical features of the brain, as these 67

can be more reliably and productively identified and measured across species. As 68

anatomical features have functional implications, understanding these features also 69

leads to a better understanding of our minds and how they work. We start with 70

something that is easy to measure, brain size, and then consider other features such 71
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as neuron numbers, neuron distributions and size across brains, brain parts, numbers 72

and types of cortical areas, and laminar and modular specializations of cortical areas. 73

1.1.1 The Importance of Brain Size 74

As brains are the source of mental abilities, it seems reasonable to assume that the 75

bigger the brain the better. Thus, it is comforting to know that human brains are 76

the biggest of any primates. Primates vary greatly in brain and body size, with the 77

smallest primates, mouse lemurs of 30 g, having brains of 1.5 g, and the largest 78

of primates, 170 kg gorillas, having brains of 535 g. Because body size is easy to 79

measure, there is a long tradition of relating brain size to body size (e.g., Jerison 80

1973), but the relationship is only approximate (Herculano-Houzel 2016). Within 81

each mammalian clade, larger animals do tend to have larger brains, although the 82

exact relationship is specific to each clade, such that mammals with similar body 83

sizes may have different brain masses (Herculano-Houzel 2017). The reasons for 84

this trend for larger species to have larger brains are not very clear, but one proposed 85

factor is that a larger body surface requires more somatosensory inputs to the brain, 86

leading to a larger brain (see Kaas 2000). Yet, such an increase in sensory input 87

would seem to impact on only a small part of the brain, the sensory representations, 88

and constitute only a minor factor in adapting brains to a larger body. Indeed, 89

brains gain neurons much more slowly than they gain mass, and clade-specific 90

relationships are particularly clear between body mass and number of neurons in 91

the brainstem structures that interact more closely with the body, which argues 92

that body mass is not a universal determinant of numbers of neurons in the brain 93

(Herculano-Houzel 2017). Similarly, there is only a modest increase in numbers 94

of motor neurons with increasing body mass across both primate and marsupial 95

species, which led to the proposition that larger bodies might allow the survival of 96

larger numbers of neurons during development, rather than require a larger number 97

of neurons to operate larger bodies (Watson et al. 2012). 98

An alternative view is that, as larger bodies take longer to mature and this 99

delays sexual reproduction, there may have been more selection pressure in larger 100

mammals for those cognitive brain functions that increase life expectancy, thus 101

leading to larger brains (see Allman et al. 1993). In support of this premise, domestic 102

mammals generally have proportionately smaller brains than their wild ancestors 103

(Kruska 2007), suggesting that they have been spared the need for some of the 104

brain functions related to finding food and mates, and avoiding danger. It remains 105

possible, however, that the effect of domestication on the relative size of the brain 106

is rather an indirect consequence of increased body mass, exactly because of the 107

increased abundance of food that comes with domestication. 108

Overall, there is experimental support for the view that absolute brain sizes across 109

mammalian species is related to abilities we associate with intelligence (Byrne and 110

Corp 2004; Dunbar 1998; Barrickman et al. 2008; Deaner et al. 2007; Lefebvre et al. 111

2004; MacLean et al. 2014). Another possible reason why larger mammals evolve 112
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with larger brains is that, compared to the small early mammals, the metabolic costs 113

of a larger brain can be more easily met by a larger body (Herculano-Houzel 2015). 114

There is also evidence for development constrains on how brain parts enlarge as 115

brains get bigger, so that the increases in neocortex is greater than other parts of the 116

brain (Finlay and Darlington 1995). These authors suggest that adaptive pressure 117

for an increase in any part of the brain would provoke a coordinated enlargement of 118

other parts of the brain as well. However, there is also clear evidence that adaptive 119

increases in specific sensory representations occur without coordinated increases in 120

other sensory representations (e.g., Krubitzer et al. 2011, 1995; Collins et al. 2005), 121

which is referred to as “mosaic evolution” in contrast to the “concerted evolution” 122

view that all brain structures scale together (Barton and Harvey 2000). 123

It is in this context that the size of the human brain seems at odds with the 124

size of the human body: human brains vary around 1400 g, nearly three times that 125

of male gorillas, while our body size of around 70 kg is considerably less. Our 126

early Australopithecus ancestors had brains the size of present day chimps. About 127

2 million years ago (mya), hominids from Homo habilis to Homo erectus to archaic 128

Homo sapiens had increasingly larger brains, showing an overall increase of about 129

three times until reaching modern levels. Although the large size of the human 130

brain relative to the human body was long hailed as the main explanation for our 131

cognitive superiority (Jerison 1973), a simple alternative is that great apes, whose 132

relative brain size is much smaller than that of other primates, cannot afford enough 133

energy to support the larger numbers of neurons (and therefore the larger brains) 134

that they would be expected to have. This metabolic constraint, which must have 135

already applied to our last shared ancestors, was possibly lifted in the human lineage 136

with the advent of tools for modifying foods, that is, cooking (Fonseca-Azevedo 137

and Herculano-Houzel 2012; Herculano-Houzel 2016). Once the constraint that 138

continues to apply to other primates was lifted, the human brain, and it alone 139

amongst primates, quickly evolved to its modern size, with more neurons than any 140

other primate brain. 141

Yet, brain size clearly is not everything. Brain size in normally functioning 142

humans varies considerably, (Mc Henry 1994; Azevedo et al. 2009). Human females 143

tend to have both smaller bodies and smaller brains than males, while modern 144

academic records suggest that their brains function at least as well as in males, 145

despite long held assumptions (Gould 1981). More to the point, humans do not have 146

the largest of mammalian brains, and yet dominate the planet. African elephants 147

have 5000 g brains, roughly three times larger than ours, and sperm whales have 148

9000 g brains that are over six times larger than ours (Herculano-Houzel 2016). 149

Obviously, we need to consider other factors than brain size. 150

1.1.2 The Importance of Neuron Numbers 151

It came as a great surprise when it turned out that across mammalian taxa, brains of 152

nearly the same size vary greatly in numbers of neurons (Herculano-Houzel 2016). 153
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Thus, the 16 g brains of a small monkey has 1.5 billion neurons while the 18 g brain 154

of an agouti, a large rodent, has only 0.9 billion neurons (Herculano-Houzel et al. 155

2006, 2007). Larger primate brains are composed of proportionately larger numbers 156

of neurons, while rodent brains gain mass faster than they gain neurons; this seems 157

to result from an increase in average neuronal cell size in non-primate species, 158

whereas primate neurons maintain a fairly constant average cell size (Herculano- 159

Houzel et al. 2014a). Thus, primates have an advantage over rodents and other 160

mammals in that the former fit larger numbers of neurons in the brain, and the 161

larger the brain, the larger the numeric advantage of primates – to the point where 162

the human brain has ca. 7 times as many neurons than would be expected in a 163

non primate brain of similar mass (Herculano-Houzel 2009). In primates, neuron 164

packing densities remain fairly constant across brain sizes, while they decrease in 165

rodents and other mammals with brain size – an indication that average neuronal 166

cell size increases with brain size in rodents and other mammals, while remaining 167

the same in primates (Mota and Herculano-Houzel 2014). 168

Because precise but different relationships between brain mass and numbers of 169

neurons apply for primates and rodents, predictions of number of neurons from 170

brain endocasts in extinct rodents and hominids are possible. Thus, the largest rodent 171

that ever lived, at 700 kg, had a brain just over half the size of a human brain, but 172

presumably with less than one tenth the number of neurons. While brain sizes in 173

Homo erectus varied, over one million years of evolution, a 963 g brain would 174

have 63 billion neurons, compared to a modern human brain of 1400 g and 86 175

billion neurons (Herculano-Houzel and Kaas 2011; Herculano-Houzel 2016). Still 176

the, number of neurons in brains as a whole cannot be the only factor. The larger 177

African elephant brain has three times the number of neurons in a human brain, 257 178

million against our 86 billion neurons (Herculano-Houzel et al. 2014b). However, 179

98% of neurons in the African elephant brain are found in the cerebellum, which is 180

even more than the typical 80% of all brain neurons found in the cerebellum of other 181

mammals, primates (and humans) included. The cerebellum and cerebral cortex 182

typically gain neurons in tandem, maintaining a fairly fixed average proportion of 183

four neurons in the cerebellum to every neuron in the cortex (Herculano-Houzel et 184

al. 2014a), and the preponderance of neurons in the cerebellum over the cerebral 185

cortex might be a simple consequence of densely packed very small neurons, the 186

granule cells (Herculano-Houzel 2010). Although the cerebellum has traditionally 187

been assigned important functions in motor predictions and error compensation 188

(Stein and Glickstein 1992; Thach et al. 1992), recent models of brain function 189

acknowledge that cerebellum and cerebral cortex work in conjunction (Leiner et al. 190

1989; Ramnani 2006). Accordingly, there has been a concerted increase in size of 191

the prefrontal cerebral cortex, in prefrontal inputs to the cortico-pontine system, and 192

in prefrontal-projecting cerebellar lobules in primates (Ramnani et al. 2006; Balsters 193

et al. 2010). Thus, while cognitive and perceptual functions and consciousness are 194

traditionally considered to depend on neocortex (e.g., Delacour 1997), it seems that 195

cerebral cortex and cerebellum operate together, and typically gain neurons together 196

(Herculano-Houzel et al. 2014a). The deviation of the elephant cerebellum from the 197

patterned of coordinated scaling of numbers of neurons in the cerebral cortex and 198
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cerebellum might be associated with massive addition of supernumerary neurons to 199

the elephant cerebellum that are related not to cerebral cortical processing, but to 200

processing of afferent information from the brainstem, possibly related to the trunk 201

or to infrasound communication (Herculano-Houzel et al. 2014a). 202

The smaller human cerebral cortex has about three times as many neurons (16 203

billion compared to 5.6 billion) as the twice larger cerebral cortex of the African 204

elephant (2.8 kg compared to 1.2 kg; Azevedo et al. 2009; Herculano-Houzel et al. 205

2014a). Because it scales as other primate cortices do, the human cerebral cortex 206

is predicted to have more neurons than the cerebral cortex of even the much larger 207

brains of the largest whales (Herculano-Houzel 2016). It seems safe to presume that 208

humans have the most neurons in the cerebral cortex of any species. Thus, although 209

the cerebral cortex generally gains neurons proportionately with the cerebellum, we 210

have proposed that the large number of neurons in the human cerebral cortex is the 211

simplest correlate of our superior cognitive capabilities. 212

While the cerebral cortex and cerebellum gain neurons proportionately across 213

most species, both gain neurons faster than the remaining brain areas (Herculano- 214

Houzel et al. 2014a). As proportionally more neurons are found in neocortex over 215

the non-cerebellar rest of brain in larger primate brains, the proportional role 216

that neocortex (together with the cerebellum) has in modulating brain functions, 217

including behavior, increases. Early investigators noted that behavioral impairments 218

were greater in humans than in smaller brained mammals after cortical lesions, and 219

called this the “corticalization of function” (e.g., Brodal 1981). For this reason, the 220

subsequent sections of this paper focus on the cerebral cortex. 221

1.1.3 Cortical Fissures Are of Limited Significance 222

The human brain has more of neocortex hidden in fissures than any other primate – 223

although less than larger brains, such as elephant and cetacean brains. For animal 224

researchers and neurosurgeons, fissures are often useful landmarks that indicate 225

roughly where cortical areas of interest are located. Of course, cortical fissures have 226

no brain functions, but their existence could be due to some functional advantage 227

imparted by folding. For example, across the crests of folds on the surface of cortex, 228

the gyri, cortex on both sides of the folds of the gyri is interconnected over shorter 229

pathways, increasing the speed of their interactions (Van Essen 1997). In general, 230

the folding of cortex increases with the size of neocortex both across species and 231

during development. There have been a number of explanations of folding patterns, 232

including both functional and mechanical theories, but we now know that only two 233

physical features of neocortex are necessary to account for over 99% of the variation 234

in the amount of folding. In a study across a large sample of mammalian species, 235

Mota and Herculano-Houzel (2015) convincingly demonstrated that cortical folding 236

scales universally with cortical surface area and cortical thickness. Thin cortex folds 237

more easily than thick cortex, and a large cortical sheet tends to have more folds than 238

a small cortical sheet – but the exact degree of folding depends on the product of 239
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these two variables. Below a certain size, cortex does not fold. The reason for this 240

universal relationship seems to be that the cortex settles into the most energetically 241

favorable conformation as it develops under push-pull tensions, and the degree of 242

folding that imparts the most favorable conformation depends on the combination 243

of surface area and thickness. Local differences within a same cortex also appear 244

to be related to variation in thickness and local surface area. For example, the 245

part of V1 or striate cortex that represents peripheral vision is thinner in primates 246

than the part that represents central vision, and that is where the fissure in V1 of 247

all primates, the calcarine fissure occurs. Additionally, the overall pattern of local 248

connections within a cortical area, or even between areas, is expected to contribute 249

to local variations in push-pull tension that may determine where the first, and 250

therefore main, folds are placed, and thus influence the spatial pattern of folding. In 251

primary somatosensory cortex, for example, there are few local connections between 252

adjoining representations of the face and hand (e.g., Liao et al. 2016; see Welker 253

1990; Radinsky 1976). As a result, a narrow cell-poor septal zone exists between 254

the representations where a fissure sometimes emerges. Thus, small differences in 255

histological structure and tangential connections do exit and thus they appear to 256

influence the locations of cortical fissures. 257

1.1.4 The Importance of the Areal Organization of Neocortex 258

There are four aspects of neocortical organization that are functionally important as 259

we consider human capabilities: the numbers and kinds of cortical areas, laminar 260

and sub-laminar specialization, modular subdivisions, and connection patterns. We 261

start with cortical areas. 262

By the time Brodmann (1909) published his well known comparative study 263

of areal organization of neocortex of various mammals, the beginnings of under- 264

standings of how the cortical sheet is divided into numbers of functionally distinct 265

regions or areas was well underway. For Brodmann, cortical areas were the “organs 266

of the brain”, functionally specialized patches of cortex that were specialized like 267

the heart, liver, and lungs of the body. The basic premise of his investigations was 268

that functional specializations are reflected in anatomical specializations, including 269

the ways neurons were arranged and packed into layers and sub-layers of cortex. 270

Differences in the laminar appearance led to the identification of just over 50 271

proposed areas of the human brain, some of which are well supported, such as 272

area 17 for primary visual cortex, and area 3b for primary somatosensory cortex. 273

But even these areas were not consistently identified across species by Brodmann 274

(1909), largely because laminar differences are not very pronounced for many areas, 275

and for especially some species. Currently, cortical areas are most reliably identified 276

by multiple criteria, including various histological features, patterns of connections, 277

and the physiological properties of neurons. Sometimes, alterations in behavior 278

after the deactivation or lesions of an area provide findings that suggest the main 279

functions of an area, as do behaviors influenced by electrical stimulation of neurons 280
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in an area. Often, the functions of an area are not totally apparent, as areas are parts 281

of networks of areas and nuclei that function together. More abstractly, one can 282

say that the function of an area is to transform inputs into altered outputs. Thus, 283

revealing this process tells the function or functions (as areas have several types of 284

outputs) of an area. The most easily identified areas are those that systematically 285

represent a sensory surface, the retina, skin or cochlea, or provide a systematic body 286

movement map when micro-stimulated throughout. In general, portrayals of full 287

sets of cortical areas for any mammal are estimates largely based on architectonic 288

evidence, supplemented by various amounts of supportive evidence. 289

Although the exact numbers of cortical areas in any mammal remain uncertain, 290

major species differences are obvious. Current estimates of the number of cortical 291

areas in the human cortex (one hemisphere) vary (e.g. Kaas 2006), and the most 292

recent estimate is 180 (Glasser et al. 2016). All estimates put the human brain well 293

over the estimates for other primates, and probably all other mammals, including 294

elephants and whales with more neocortex. This is obviously uncertain, given the 295

limited studies on neocortex of most mammals. However, there is great evidence that 296

primate brains with more cortex have more functional areas, while such differences 297

with more cortex appear to be less marked in rodent and brains (Krubitzer et al. 298

2011; Kaas and Preuss 2014). Early mammals likely had about 20 cortical areas 299

(Kaas 2007), while early primates had nearly 50 areas (Wong and Kaas 2010). 300

The sizes of cortical areas are typically larger in mammals with more neocortex, 301

which restricts the potential increase in number of areas. Thus, primary visual 302

cortex, V1 or area 17, is only about 4.5 mm2 in a mouse, but 1200 mm2 in a macaque 303

monkey, and perhaps 3000 mm2 in a human (Kaas 2000). However, a chimpanzee 304

has an area 17 of about the same size as in human, although the cortical sheet is 305

over three times as large in a human. As the retinotopic map in V1 contains the 306

information used to locate and identify objects in space, this map is obviously very 307

crude in a mouse, and very precise in a human, although not notably different than 308

in a chimpanzee. This observation suggests that a further increase in the map size in 309

humans would not be that useful, as the resolution limit is set by the eye. However, 310

V1 in humans, as in other primates, has a modular organization that allows an 311

increase in functions that cannot be afforded a mouse. A much smaller V1 than that 312

in a mouse would no longer be capable of retaining an image (Cooper et al. 1993). 313

The main advantage that comes with increasing the number of cortical areas is 314

that serial processing can produce fantastic outcomes out of a number of simple 315

computational iterations. Each cortical area modifies inputs to create different out- 316

puts, but the transformations may be rather slight. It is the number of transformations 317

across numbers of cortical areas that produce astonishing outcomes, and it is the 318

creation of multiple processing networks made possible by large number of cortical 319

areas that makes multiple outcomes possible (Pinker 1997). 320
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1.1.5 The Importance of Laminar, Sub-laminar, 321

and the Cellular Organization of Neocortex 322

The neocortex of mammals evolved out of the therapsid cortex, which presumably 323

was something like the dorsal cortex of modern non-avian reptiles (Kaas and Preuss 324

2014; Kaas 2017). The basics of laminar and cellular organization are similar 325

across most mammals. Like the dorsal cortex of modern non-avian reptiles and 326

possibly of early amniotes, neurons in neocortex consist of pyramidal neurons and 327

star-shaped inhibitory neurons, although some excitatory pyramidal neurons have 328

become modified by losing their apical dendrite and becoming star-shaped stellate 329

or granule cells (Fournier et al. 2015). Instead of having a single row of pyramidal 330

cells as in dorsal cortex, the thicker neocortex is packed with many neurons that are 331

traditionally divided into six layers, and variously into sub-layers. Layer 1 resembles 332

the superficial layer of axons and dendrites in the dorsal cortex of reptiles in that 333

it continues to get widespread axons from subcortical neurons that connect the 334

apical dendrites of many deeper pyramidal cells with a weak, modulating influence. 335

In primary sensory areas, layer 4 is the new target of activating sensory inputs 336

from the dorsal thalamus. Layer 4 is characterized by excitatory stellate neurons or 337

even smaller granular neurons that are often densely packed. Higher order sensory 338

and other areas receive activating inputs from primary sensory areas or earlier 339

areas in processing hierarchies (Felleman and Van Essen 1991). Layer 3 provides 340

feed-forward projections to other cortical areas, while layer 6 provides feedback 341

connections to the thalamus or to other cortical areas. Layer 5 provides most of 342

the projection to subcortical structures in the thalamus, basal ganglia, midbrain, 343

brainstem, and spinal cord. These different connections and functional roles result 344

in various laminar and sub-laminar specializations of neurons (Kaas 2010). 345

A major type of specialization is in neuron size. Small neurons, especially the 346

tiny granular neurons of layer 4 in primary sensory areas, have small dendritic 347

arbors, and are activated by dense synaptic inputs by only a few axons of thalamic 348

or cortical neurons. Thus, layer 4 neurons sum only a few “driving” inputs, and 349

their response properties clearly reflect those of these inputs. Put in another way, 350

layer 4 neurons largely preserve rather than integrate information. In contrast, the 351

large pyramidal neurons of layer 5 have large dendritic arbors and sum the inputs 352

of many axons. Their outputs do not clearly reflect individual inputs, but rather 353

the computational result of many inputs from other areas and subcortical sources, 354

other layers, and local layer 5 influences. Smaller pyramidal neurons likely reflect 355

aspects of these two roles of preserving information, or integrating it, as the result 356

of the summing process to produce an altered output. Thus, different functional 357

roles of cortical layers are reflected in the sizes of neurons in those layers. The 358

smallest neurons are in layer 4, which preserves information for distributions locally 359

to neurons vertically aligned above and below the layer 4 neurons. Layer 3 neurons 360

include the smaller pyramidal neurons that integrate limited local inputs in various 361

ways to provide altered outputs to other cortical areas. Layer 6 neurons integrate 362

local influences with some direct feedforward inputs to provide feedback to the 363
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input to the thalamic nucleus or cortical area that provides the feedforward input. 364

These anatomical features of neurons in layers and sublayers of cortex are more 365

pronounced in some cortical areas and in some mammals than others, as part of 366

the great diversity of cortical organization that is associated with variations in 367

cortical function. In general, small brained mammals with short life spans have less 368

pronounced laminar and areal specialization, and laminar and areal features are less 369

distinct. As a result, identification of cortical areas in such mammals on the basis 370

of cytoarchitecture can be difficult. With fewer cortical areas and fewer neurons, 371

areas and neurons in these mammals must have general purpose functions and not 372

be anatomically specialized. In mammals with larger brains and more cortical areas, 373

more pronounced specializations of individual neurons may occur sometimes in the 374

same layer. For example, a few very large pyramidal neurons of layer 5 of primary 375

visual cortex of primates are more widely spaced than the adjoining smaller layer 376

5 pyramidal neurons. These larger neurons sum more inputs as reflected by their 377

larger receptive fields, and they project to visual area MT, part of the visual pulvinar, 378

and the superior colliculus (Fries et al. 1985). Thus, neurons may have different 379

anatomical and functional roles within a cortical layer, and this is another variable 380

across species. 381

If one considers the differences in neuron packing densities across the cortical 382

sheet, they vary across functional areas in the brains of mice (Herculano-Houzel et 383

al. 2013), and perhaps more so in primates, and especially in primates with more 384

cortex (Collins et al. 2016: Turner et al. 2016; Young et al. 2013). As expected from 385

histological appearance, primary visual cortex (V1, area 17) has neuron packing 386

densities two to four times higher than most cortical areas. This is mainly due to 387

the dense packing of the very small granule neurons in layer 4 (Brodmann 1909), 388

although layer 3 has smaller pyramidal cells that are more densely packed than 389

other cortical areas. The high density of small neurons with small dendritic arbors 390

in V1 the largest of cortical areas in primates is the anatomical framework for an 391

extremely detailed retinotopic map of the visual hemifield. It also allows for the 392

creation of five distinctly different parallel projections from V1 to other visual areas 393

(see following section). It is not known yet if the V1 representation in humans is 394

much different from that in chimpanzees, but the sub-laminar organization of V1 395

has laminar specializations that may promote detection of visual motion in dim light 396

or other functions (Preuss et al. 1999; Preuss and Coleman 2002). 397

In addition to V1, areas V2 and V3, and adjacent visual areas also have high 398

neuron packing densities in primates, and this is especially the case in chimpanzees 399

and likely humans. High densities also occur in primary somatosensory cortex, area 400

3b, and primary auditory cortex. Another region of high packing densities is in dor- 401

somedial prefrontal cortex, a region important in working memory (Goldman-Rakic 402

1996). The smaller neurons with smaller dendritic fields that reflect this packing 403

density may be important for retaining the details of the retained information. Only 404

primates have a region of frontal granular cortex (Preuss 1995), and we recently 405

found that neuronal densities in frontal cortical areas can be as high as in occipital 406

cortex (Gabi et al. 2016). Other neurons in prefrontal cortex, the layer 3 pyramidal 407

neurons, may have large dendritic arbors comparable with many synaptic inputs 408
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and proposed executive functions (Elston et al. 2006). As expected, primary motor 409

cortex (M1) and premotor cortex (PM) areas with a very thin or unclear layer 4 410

(agranular and dysgranular cortex) have large neurons with large dendritic arbors 411

that both sum larger amounts of information, but also have large axons to conduct 412

outputs rapidly to the brainstem and spinal cords. Motor and premotor cortex have 413

larger neurons of lower packing density in primates (Young et al. 2013). 414

One of the benefits of having a large brain, with a large number of neurons 415

and cortical areas, is that all neurons and areas do not need to have general 416

purpose or broad range functions. This allows some areas and neurons to specialize 417

morphologically and functionally. The study of these specializations in the early 418

stages of development, but relevant observations are accumulating. As an interesting 419

example, spindle cells, named for their spindle shaped cell bodies, are found in 420

anterior cingulate cortex and the anterior insular of human brains (Nimchinsky et al. 421

1999). Fewer numbers of these neurons, also called von Economo cells, have been 422

found in chimpanzees. There have been various speculations about the functions of 423

spindle cells (see Allman et al. 2005), but functional studies of the cellular level have 424

not been possible. Other differences in the distributions of neuron cell types that 425

favor human brains have been described elsewhere (Spocter et al. 2015: Casanova 426

and Opris 2015). 427

1.1.6 The Roles of Cortical Columns, Modules, and Domains 428

Cortical areas have functional subdivisions, in addition to layers and sublayers that 429

have been variously identified as mini-columns, columns, modules, and domains 430

(Kaas 2012; Kaas and Balaram 2015). One of the universal features of neocortex 431

is that narrow, vertical arrays of neurons from surface to white matter are highly 432

interconnected. As a consequence of these restricted vertical connections, the 433

responses of all neurons within the array reflect the information that is sent to layer 4 434

neurons (or layer 3 in the absence of layer 4), although this information is modified 435

differently in the layers and sublayers. The arrays of the densely interconnected neu- 436

rons, on the order of 30–50 !m in diameter, are called minicolumns (Mountcastle 437

1957; Opris et al. 2015). They are sometimes clearly separated from each other by 438

neuropil, and they can be expected to be larger in portions of cortex with larger 439

neurons. 440

Human minicolumns in many parts of cortex appear to be larger, with more 441

neurons and neuropil, than in other primates (Buxhoeveden et al. 2001; Spocter et 442

al. 2015). In addition, minicolumns are expected to be specialized in different ways, 443

according to the laminar and connectional specializations of cortical areas. The 444

larger cortical sheets of humans provide an advantage in having more minicolumns, 445

and having more functional types of minicolumns. 446

The classical columns of Mountcastle (1957) are another feature of neocortex 447

that is probably universal. Classical columns of two or more types subdivide areas 448

with repeating sets of modules that have neurons with distinctly different response 449
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properties (see Kaas 2012 for examples). In effect, they allow individual cortical 450

areas to have patchworks of neurons of two or more related, but different functions. 451

For example, the cytochrome oxidase blob and non-blob modules of primary visual 452

cortex of primates divide V1 into regions that process inputs to extract stimulus 453

orientation or color and brightness (Livingstone and Hubel 1988). In a similar 454

manner, cytochrome oxidase dense bands of two types divided by cytochrome 455

oxidase light bands of two types from repeating sets of four different classes of 456

modules in V2 of anthropoid primates, allowing V2 to function as four closely 457

interacting areas (Felleman et al. 2015). The advantage of the human brain with a 458

V2 at least as large as in chimpanzees is that the human V2 has as many or more sets 459

of these modules as any other primate. As many or most cortical areas, especially 460

the larger ones, likely have some type of modular organization that subdivides their 461

functions, and humans have more cortical areas, and some of the largest of cortical 462

area, the subdivision of areas into modules of differing functions likely has the 463

greatest impact in human brains. 464

Another type of cortical subdivision is one we called domains (Kaas 2012; 465

Kaas and Stepniewska 2016). Domains are functional subdivisions of cortex that 466

are larger and more complex than columns, but still parts of areas. They have 467

many of the characteristics of areas, and can easily be confused with them. Likely, 468

arrangements of columns within an area evolve sometimes into domains, and 469

domains into areas. There has not been much effort to distinguish domains from 470

areas, but the clearest example is in primary motor cortex of primates. M1 has 471

long been recognized as a single area, as it forms a single, crude representation 472

of the movements of parts of the contralateral half of the body. Stimulating with 473

a brief sequence of electrical pulses via microelectrodes at near threshold values 474

evokes different movements from toes to trunk to fingers to face and then tongue 475

in a medial to lateral sequence across M1. However, at a local level, adjacent 476

stimulation sites after evoke different movements, with a site for a wrist movement 477

next to a site for a finger movement for example, and finger, wrist, and arm 478

movement sites repeated and mixed with each other. Thus, M1 has a “mosaic” 479

or “fractured” internal organization of mixed micro-columns rather than a faithful 480

somatotopic map of body parts (see Gould et al. 1986 for early evidence). At a 481

larger scale, a number of these differing micro columns form a larger unit that 482

mediates a specific behavior, such as reaching, grasping, threating, defending, or 483

running. These functional domains were first studied systematically by Graziano 484

and coworkers (see Graziano 2009). The exact number of domains is not yet clear, 485

but for most or all primates it is likely eight or more. Our studies indicate that these 486

M1 domains exist in a wide range of primate species, and there is evidence for 487

them in human M1 (Desmurget et al. 2014), and for a smaller number in rodents 488

(e.g. Brown and Teskey 2014). The main conclusion is that M1 is subdivided with 489

a small number of domains for different behaviorally relevant complex movement. 490

As parts of M1, the domains interact, in often a competitive way, but also cooperate 491

to create more complex movements such as reaching to grasp and retrieve food to 492

the mouth. Thus, M1 is subdivided into domains that mediate different movement 493

goals. 494
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Matching domains in terms of evoked behaviors are found in premotor cortex 495

(PMC) and in a part of posterior parietal cortex. Depending on the types of 496

movements, domains are either in ventral premotor cortex or dorsal premotor cortex, 497

suggesting that these two “areas” might between considered to be a single area. 498

Likewise, the domains and associated cortex in a portion of posterior parietal cortex, 499

such as previously defined anterior, posterior and medial intraparietal areas (AIP, 500

LIP, and MIP), might be considered as functional divisions within a single area for 501

grasping, looking, reaching, and other behaviors (Kaas and Stepniewska 2016). 502

The sequence of the three processing stations of posterior parietal cortex (PPC), 503

premotor cortex, and M1 are all parts of a so called dorsal stream of sensorimotor 504

processing (see Ungerleider and Haxby 1994; Goodale and Milner 1992). The 505

domains at all three levels are involved in a decision process that results in a 506

specific type of action over others. As the inputs to PPC are mainly from higher- 507

order sensory areas, mostly visual and somatosensory, and variable across domains, 508

the dominance of one domain over others depends on the mixture and content 509

of ongoing perception. At the next level, premotor cortex domains are under the 510

influence of inputs from the motor thalamus, other motor areas, and prefrontal 511

cortex, so the dominance in the array of the motor domains may change from that 512

in PPC. Likewise, M1 domains are under a different set of thalamic and cortical 513

influences, and the final outcome will largely depend on domain selection process 514

in M1 (Kaas and Stepniewska 2016). Of course, the dominant domain in PPC would 515

selectively activate the functionally matched domains in PMC and M1, and the 516

dominant domain in PMC would selectively activate the matching domain M1. 517

In the non-primate relatives of primates, rodents and tree shrews, M1 appears to 518

have only a few action specific domains (Baldwin et al. 2016), premotor cortex is 519

poorly developed, and there is little cortex that could be considered to be posterior 520

parietal cortex. Thus, M1 outputs depend on more direct sensory and other inputs. 521

As a result, primates have the advantage over these non-primates of having a 522

large region of PPC, where at least eight sub-regions or domains are specialized 523

for specific behaviors, and other parts of posterior parietal cortex are large and 524

participate in further levels of processing sensory information. Additionally, more 525

motor and premotor cortex domains exist, and especially premotor cortex is more 526

developed. All these motor regions are larger in human brains, and posterior parietal 527

cortex is larger in proportion to the rest of cortex (Hill et al. 2010). Most importantly 528

for human brains, additional domains have evolved within the domain structure of 529

PPC. Thus, the contribution of auditory input to the dorsal stream of sensorimotor 530

processing in PPC of primates has resulted in the differentiation of a language 531

production module as domain in PPC of humans (Rauchecker and Scott 2009; 532

Tremblay and Dick 2016). There is also evidence that the domain for grasping and 533

manipulation of PPC in primates has enlarged and differentiated into regions for 534

specialized for tool use in humans (Frey 2008). 535
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1.1.7 Cortical Asymmetries and the Human Brain 536

Mammalian brains have two hemispheres that are highly symmetrical in orga- 537

nization. Thus, cortex of the right cerebral hemisphere represents the sensory 538

inputs of the left body surface and the left visual hemifield, and the left ear is 539

more dominant, while motor outputs of the right hemisphere largely control the 540

muscles of the left side of the body. The left hemisphere mirrors this organization. 541

Overall, this appears to be a bad design. As brains get bigger, the connecting axons 542

between the hemispheres get longer, and distance is time in the nervous system. The 543

innovation of the corpus callosum with the advent of placental mammals shortened 544

this pathway and the conduction times, but not enough. The usual way of reducing 545

conduction times is to increase the diameters of axons (Kaas 2000). However, this 546

can be costly in that long, thick axons tend to bulk up the brain so much that after 547

a certain size, one greater than for the brains of present day mammals, a theoretical 548

limit is reached that means that nothing computationally is gained by a further 549

increase in brain size (Cherniak 1990). Another advantage of thick axons is that they 550

are capable of maintaining higher firing rates, and thus a greater rate information 551

transfer (Perge et al. 2012). Yet, the corpus callosum has few large diameter axons, 552

presumably due to space constraints. In macaque monkeys, the largest 15% of axons 553

in the corpus callosum occupies more than half of the cross-sectional area of the 554

callosum. In humans, the corpus callosum has about 300 million axons, most of 555

them small and slowly conducting. Across primates with different sizes of brains, 556

the conduction times for the fastest neurons with the largest axons increases with 557

brain size, indicating that the compensation for the larger conduction distances is not 558

complete (Phillips et al. 2015; Caminiti et al. 2009). There is practically no change 559

in axon diameter in the corpus callosum between humans and chimpanzees with 560

much smaller brains. The large, fast axons connect sensory and motor areas, where 561

the speed of transmission is likely to be the most critical, but the human brain also 562

compensates by having important functions mediated within a single hemisphere 563

(Ringo et al. 1994). Thus, much of language is mediated in the left hemisphere, 564

and manual motor skills are most frequently more effectively mediated in the left 565

hemisphere. While there are functional and structural differences between the two 566

hemispheres in apes, they are much more prominent in humans, where marked 567

cognitive differences in the abilities of the two hemispheres have been revealed 568

in patients with section of the corpus callosum, or with lesions of one hemisphere 569

or the other (e.g. Gazzaniga 2000). Primate brains, and especially larger primate 570

brains, have reduced the need for corpus callosum connections by eliminating the 571

connections from parts of primary somatosensory cortex (area 3b) and most of 572

primary visual cortex (Cusick and Kaas 1986; Doty 2007). Larger primate cortices 573

have a decreasing fraction of their neurons connected through the white matter, with 574

an increasing fraction of their neurons connected within the gray matter (Herculano- 575

Houzel et al. 2010); in contrast, the fraction of neurons connected through the white 576

matter remains constant across rodent species (Ventura-Antunes et al. 2013). The 577

decrease in proportion of long-range connections probably contributes to keeping 578
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primate cortices small as they gain neurons, compared to non-primate cortices. But 579

the evolution of hemispheric specializations for human mental functions removed 580

some of the constraints of the need to closely tie the two hemispheres, and allowed 581

human brains to expand by three times, while having colossal connections much 582

like those of a chimpanzee. The major cognitive role of the left hemisphere in 583

humans as the interpreter of one’s behavior (Gazzaniga 2000) allows the speaking 584

left hemisphere to feel quite normal in split-brain patients. 585

1.1.8 The Corticalization of Function 586

The “corticalization of function” refers to an old concept in neurobiology that 587

reflects the common observation that cortical lesions that appear to be functionally 588

equivalent in humans and other mammals, especially those with small brains, have 589

much greater functional impact in humans (Brodal 1981). Most notably, lesions of 590

the motor cortex in non-primate mammals often did not cause lasting behavioral 591

deficits (Creutzfeldt 1993). 592

While interpretations of ablation behavioral results across species has been 593

complex and difficult, a “corticalization of function” may in large part be the 594

consequence of the great increase in cortical neurons in comparison with subcortical 595

neurons as cortex disproportionately expands relative to the brain stem and spinal 596

cord with increases in brain size, especially in primates, but also in other mammals. 597

Thus, in a study of primate species, Herculano-Houzel et al. (2016) describe a 598

“cortical takeover of spinal motor control with increasing brain size in primates”. 599

These authors propose that cortical and non-cortical motor projections to the spinal 600

cord compete for functional connections on the bases of activity and relative 601

numbers of inputs, so that as cortical inputs become more and more dominant, 602

their loss has more and more impact. Similar consequences likely follow the great 603

increases in numbers of cortical neurons and their descending projections of other 604

cortical areas as a consequence of increasing brain size. Thus, across primates of 605

different brain sizes, primary auditory cortex gains neurons faster than subcortical 606

auditory structures (Wong et al. 2013). This results in proportionately more cortical 607

feedback to subcortical auditory and other structures in primates with bigger brains, 608

increasing the functional dominance of cortex. Similar findings were reported for 609

visual cortex, where primary visual cortex, V1, gains neurons with brain size 610

faster than the superior colliculus and the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (Collins 611

et al. 2013). These results suggest that with increasing brain size, and numbers 612

of V1 neurons, V1 gains more control over the sensory and motor functions of 613

the superior colliculus, and more dominating feedback modulation of the lateral 614

geniculate neurons projecting to V1. Faster scaling of cortical than non-cortical 615

neurons for all or nearly all cortical areas is expected, given the results and the 616

finding that cortex overall increases in neuron number with brain size faster than the 617

subcortical brainstem and spinal cord. Thus, the corticalization of function should 618
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occur for nearly all cortical areas across taxa with increases in brain size, especially 619

in primates, and corticalization of function should be most pronounced in humans. 620
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